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The Customer Care and Patrol (CAP) Team are a group of downtown ambassadors who provide
assistance to businesses, tourists, and citizens alike! The CAP Team consists of a Team
Supervisor and several patrol members who focus on promoting tourism and safety in the
downtown core.
Opportunity/Need:
In 2004, the KCBIA employed 5 students during the summer months with a pilot project, the
Customer Care and Patrol (CAP) Team. Since 2004, the project has thrived.
The KCBIA received continuous requests from business and property owners to have a team
continue operating after the summer months, and into the winter. In 2015, we undertook another
pilot project with the CAP Team – a much needed and much requested - year-round Customer
Care and Patrol Team.
This program has proven to be an asset to Kamloops and fits with the City’s strategic plans for
the tournament capital projects, crime prevention and tourism. As the Tournament Capital of
Canada, we expect thousands of visitors to enjoy our City each year. Exceptional customer
service, making sure guests and citizens are comfortable and having fun is part of the overall
formula for success -we are ambassadors for Downtown Kamloops!
We were receiving complaints from business members during the off months of the team.
Businesses were saying that safety concerns remained around the same as when the team left to
go back to school, but the presence of law enforcement was lower. Unfortunately, the RCMP,
City By-Law and other organizations did not have any statistics to back up these claims. During
the first few months of the expansion in 2015, a number of calls were made by the CAP Team to
law enforcement agencies creating the statistics that needed to support the businesses. The
statistics hit hard with law enforcement agencies. Not only were calls up, but the CAP Team
statistics displayed that problems were year-round – not limited to the summer months. Through
expanding this program and the team having multiple projects throughout the year in turn, we
benefitted the community.
Goal/Objectives:
Vision: To have a year-round CAP Team that could aid in the development of the KCBIA’s
mission; to provide value to our members through advocacy, beautifications, promotion,
development and preservation of Downtown Kamloops.
Daily Patrols:
Complete regular patrols of our downtown core/KCBIA area both on foot and bicycle (from 1st to
10th Ave and the Thompson River to Columbia Street). Look for safety concerns – Report or clean
up, assist businesses, locals and tourists alike, be an extra set of “eyes and ears” for RCMP and
By-Law, all stats and hotspots recorded in triform notebooks and make sure that EVERYONE
enjoys a safe and friendly downtown experience

Development of Employees:
We want the next step of all our employees to be a positive one; either with school or a career
move. We offer fair wages, extensive training, networking opportunities, continuous mentorship,
and a toastmasters program. Employees are encouraged to voice their opinions and thoughts in
a space where they are heard. This gives them the opportunity to thrive in their work space,
builds their work portfolios and makes them more employable then when they first started.
Create and Maintain Partnerships with Agencies:
In the previous years of the CAP Team it was hard to establish strong connections within the
community because of the turn over rate of summer students. Not every student came back to
the team the following year. This lead to a lack of cohesive communication within the community.
After the success of the pilot project, and the continuing of a year-round team, we were able to
start creating permanent and strong relationships within local agencies. This was accomplished
by attending meetings, networking with previously established relationships, reaching out to
agencies to provide information about our program and working on collaborative projects with
other organizations.

Audience:
The main audience for this project, and the KCBIA’s number one priority, are the business and
property owners in the KCBIA area. We received an enormous number of requests to see the
CAP Team through the year from our merchants. This program benefits every merchant. From
the education of different events, materials available to the business, safety calls, safety walks,
crime prevention through presence, needle and condom pick up and manty other benefits. With
a quick response time, the CAP Team can offer a sense of relief for everyone downtown, even if
it just means standing on site to offer support until first responders appear.
Our partners and sponsors are another important audience: We would not be able to complete
this program without them. It is of the utmost importance that what we do helps them in some
way. We need them to see value in this project.
The third audience are the customers that come downtown. These customers directly affect our
businesses. Making the customers feel safe downtown is, and providing a visual with someone in
uniform, helped customers feel safe any time they came downtown to visit our local eateries,
shops and
Last year, millions of dollars were invested in as a result of tourism in Kamloops. We
want tourists to feel welcomed in our beautiful city.
Implementation:
After the success of the pilot project, we had the support from not only the staff at the KCBIA
and the Board of Directors, but we were able to get support from our committees, the RCMP, ByLaw, different hospitality agencies, ASK Wellness, and the City of Kamloops.
Create a sustainable CAP Team:
In 2017, we established our first permanent full-time staff member for the CAP Team, the CAP
Team Supervisor. In past years, we were re-training a team leader once every year or two.
Establishing the role as a permanent lead allowed for further development of one candidate, less
training costs, and gave an in-depth understanding of the team.
In the fall of 2017, we established more additional permanent full-time position. Followed by an
additional full-time position in January of 2018, and two-part time positions. We have brought this
project from an 11-week, $30,000 budget program to a year-round, $165,000 budgeted project.

Development of Employees:
We put all of our employees through the same training at the beginning of their employment:
KCBIA Vision and Orientation, Graffiti Task Force, Computer Training, Team Culture and building,
Radio Communication, Tourism – Stats and Map Reading, KCBIA Events, Occupational First Aid –
Level One / CPR and AED, Self Defense, Needle Safety, Place Management, Bike Smarts,
Naloxone, Canadian Mental Health Association, Public Relations, By-Laws, Tele Park, My
Kamloops App, Work-Safe Slide and Policy Review, The Dangers of Fentanyl, Effective Notebook
Taking, ASK Wellness, Community Safety – Crime Prevention Packages.
After the first training week, we have opportunities for each member to participate in activities
and seminars that may be helpful for them. Each team member typically focuses more on a
specific area and is responsible for an individual project related to this field. This allows students
from a range of backgrounds to concentrate their efforts towards projects that suit their skill-sets
and gives career-related experiences as well as development of a much broader skill set.
Our primary duties are broken down into 6 areas:
Specialty 1: Tourism - Visitor Information Center, Walking tours, etc
Specialty 2: Event Coordination - assist the KCBIA's Marketing and Events Coordinator, etc.
Specialty 3: Business Development - Promote new businesses, find opportunities to promote
empty lots, work with realtor companies to promote downtown, etc.
Specialty 4: Public Relations - Write weekly articles to local print companies, write and record a
weekly radio add, monitor and promote the team, etc.
Specialty 5: Place Management/ Customer Experience Design - Utilize public space downtown
with games, public pianos, activities and conduct multiple surveys throughout the year etc.
Specialty 6: Safety - Act as an extra set of eyes and ears throughout downtown. Perform walking
and biking patrols throughout downtown, taking detailed notes about daily findings, weekly
hotspot reports to the RCMP, By-Law and social organizations of Kamloops, etc.
Challenges:
The first year (2015/16), we received a significant source of funding from the government for the
program, however last year (2017) we were not able to acquire the same funding from the
government and needed to figure out a way to make this project sustainable. By establishing
strong partnerships in the community and working closely with our current sponsors, we able to
increase our funds from sources other than just grants. Moving forward, we are planning to
establish more long-term partnerships and sponsorships.

Results:
All employees underwent the one-week training program and have continued to develop their
skills.
We measured our success through the statistics that we gathered:
Member Contacts: 1770
Delivery Contact: 3638
Deliveries for KCBIA: 8248
Deliveries for "other": 387
Street Referral : 136
Outreach Support: 176
SIPs moved: 188
Safe Walks: 7
Needles Found: 1479
Unopened Needles: 171
Naloxone Kit: 11
Naloxone Needles: 44
Condoms Found: 38
Cooking spoons: 153
Tinfoil : 113

Graffiti Tags Removed: 563
Posters Removed: 314
Contacted By-Law Services: 42
Contacted RCMP: 81
Arrests Made: 4
Motor Vehicle Accidents: 4
First Aid Applied: 24
CPR Applied: 1
Contacted Ambulance: 10
Assist Tourists/Citizens: 1185
Parking Assistance: 103
Social Media FB/Tweets: 921
Kilometres Biked: 495.31
Strides Taken (In KM's): 5299.72
We had additional successes related to project work:
- The installation of 10 cigarette recycling bins
- The weekly distribution of a hotspot report to the RCMP, Community Safety, City By-Law,
and other social organizations,
- Weekly blog post and write up
- Weekly radio add
- A re-brand of our logo
- The weekly attendance of Kamloops Integrated Community Collaboration meeting.
- 50 musicians or Artisans Alive
- Updates to our State of Downtown Report
- Distribution of 62,000 directories
Awareness of the program has sky-rocketed. Our member and community engagement has
been on the rise in the past couple of years, and all parties have complimented the development
of our CAP Team. We employed three members full time last year, while still expanding the team
in the Summer months. The overwhelming success of our program is now leading to further
opportunities to expand into other areas of our community.

